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*
ISOVECTOR RESONANCES IN PION CHARGE EXCHANGE

J. DAVID BOWMAN

Los klamoo Natiortel L!?boratory
Los Aitizos, NM 87545

The (nf, no) reactions as probes of isovector resonances are discussed.
Experimental observation of the Iaovector ❑ono?ole resonance is reported.
Experimental results are presented for L-O, 1, afid2 isovector resonances and
are compared to random-phase approximation calculeit~o~is.

Giant resonance are collective excitations of the nucleus in which large

numbers of nucleons move collectively. They are stmple modes of nuclear

excitation that can be interpreted microscopically or macroecopically. Their

experimental observation and study as well as their theoretical interpret~tion

are important for models ot’ [Iuclear excitation and the knowledge of the

nucleon-nucleon interaction in the nuclear environment.

In this paper I describe a seriee OF experiments that searcher! fcr and

studied L=O,l, and 2 isovector electric resonances in the (Wf,no) reactions.

The work was done by a collaboration of Los Alamos National Laboratory and Tel

Aviv University. A mnre complete account of the work is qvail~ble elsewhere .1

The experiment.11 properties that characterize a giant reaonfince are the

concentrntfon of a large fraction of the total available tran~ition strength

with specific quantum numherti in a n~rrow region of excitation energy, tilt?

occurrence of resonancefi in tiwide range of nucle+f,and the smooth variatton of

exritntton energy and width of the xe~cmance with nuclenr mans A. In c.ontra8t

to thP isoRcalar electric mode~ , IAich have been extensively ~tudied in the

~cattering of hadronic probes, the 1,-1,T-1 (1 r giant dipole reaonnnce (GDP.)

WhiC!l hns hecn 13tlldiedWittl electromagnetic probes nnd the 1.=0,T-1, S=1

Cam(}w-Tell~r re~onance, whlrh has been ntudied in th~ (ptn) reaction, the L-()

T-1 lllovectoi’” nv)nopo1e re@onanre (IVM) nnd L-2, T-1 inovertor qundrupole

reson{~nc~ (lVQ) were poorly characterized when the prenent work wnN heR\ln. ‘rtie

Rt!ldyof thr IVM wn~ of partIcular importance. Itn existence hnd been predicted

hy both m~croncopfcy and mfcroscopic3 theories, but it had not hen observed.

Th~? IVM playH M centrnl role in Coulornheffectn aur.hns inospfn mixing ii]

nuclenr Kr(mnd ratatqs, Coulomb dt*plncemant. nnerglna nnd widtlt~ of analog

utlat.Pf4*



The quantum numbers and dynamical properties of the pion make the pion

charge-exchange reactions (~f,wo) ideal for the study of electric Iaovector

resonance especially the IVM. First, the observation of a charge-exchange

reactio~ which excites only isovector states eliminates the excitation of

ieoecalar statea which dominate the excitation spectra of Inelastic scattering

processes.

Second, at forward angles, where the angular distribution of the IVM peaks,

plon charge exchange excites primarily electric, or non-spin-flip transitions

(in contrast to the (p,n) reaction), reducing spin-flip backgrounds.

Third, the pion is a strongly ab@orbed probe. The total n+p reaction cross

section at the peak of the (3/2,3/2) reeonance(165 MeV-T) is 200 mb. The strong

absorption of the pion is essential for the excitation of a monopole state for

which the radial integral of the transition density is zero. The angular

distributions produced by the surface related diffractive pion scattering

process (simflnr to (a, 6)) oscillate sharply and characteristically with

angle .b

do
—- J: (kRfl)for L = O
dn

do...—- J; (kRO) for L - 1
dfl
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of pion charge exchange ar~gular distributions at 165
?leV for Lu0,1,2 giant resonances. Tnc shape; resemble the diffractive Bessel

function relations. Note that the 1.-0and L-2 ang(llar distributions are clearly

distinguishable.

displ,arernent energy relative to itR Qnalog in the parent nuc~eu#. ThuR the T +

1 ~tnte hn~ n relntlvely low excitation energy in t,he (m-,To) daughter aI~d

orcur~ at nn excitfitton energy where the d@nRfty of states of the same iso8pin

t~ nmnll. T’hPo,lpo~t{e Rttuntton pertnfnn for the (m+,II[))retiction. ‘hJ T + 1

compon(’nt pop\llated in t~ie (H-”,n”) renction is expecr.ed to be narrow and to

occ{lr At n low excitation cncrKy while tho T-1 component populnted in the

(?I+,n(’) rc~ct,l<)n is expected to he wide and to occur mt a high excltntion

@lWrKy. of cn~lrH~ the ohservntton of tho inoop{n qpllttin~ of resonnnceH iR

lnt(’r(’tatin~and is ponRfble lf the T-1 component tR not too wide.

Thtt experiment.n deR(~rthed here were rnrried out nt the Clinton P. Anderson

MPMol~ PhyRirn Fn(’iltt.yin l,ORA1.lmoR,NPW M@xtco (LAM1’F). LAMPF Pnd other menon

fA(’tl)rf@R provide intell~cmon(tcl]r(}mattcchar~ed plon hefimn. The ntult.rrilplons

wert’ d{’tr(’trdwith th(! LAM1’iI’W’) spectrometer.% Thin npectrorneter d@tectn

n~s~ltr~ll ptolln With n Rolid nnKIP of -lmnr, An ener~y resolution nfInmnll An 2
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Fig. 2 Ieospin allowed transitions for isovector resonances. The dashed lin~s
connect states of the same isospin multiplet. For neutron rich targets the
transitions to the lowest isospin components (thick lines) are favored. In N-Z
nuclei (T-O) transitions are allowed only to the T+l multiplet. Several
reactions which may be uued to excite these isospin components are listed.

MeV and an angular resolution of a few degrees. The principle of operation of

the no spectrometer is as follows: Neutral ptons decay nearly instantaneously

into two photons. In the no center of mass frame the two photons travel in

opposite directton:~ and each has one half the no rest energy. In thr lab frame

the photons are thrown forward and their energies are no longer the same . The

relationship between the wo totnl energy ymo and the laboratory variables is

‘m”/==
E] - E2

; x- ---:- ,
ii-+.E2
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the LAMPF m“ spectrometer.

In the experiments 40Ca, 60Nl, 90Zr, 120Sn, 140Ce, and 208Pb, targets were

bombarded with 165 MeV TI+ beams. Neutral pions were detected and double

differential cross sections were determined for angles between O and 33° and for

n0 energies between 90 and 180 MeV. Similar data were taken for 40ca , 60Ni, and

120Sn targets at nz energies of 230 MeV. Data for the 120Sn target with a

165 MeV n- beam are shown in Fig. 4a and 4b. At the most forward angle, 4.5°,

the IVM cross section fs expected to be the largest.
o

The second angle, 11 , is

chosen to be near the fir~t minimum of the monopole angular distribution. The

GDR cross section is small at the forward angle and has a maximum near 11O.

Fig\lre 4C shows the re,]ults of subtrncttng the 11° spectrum from the 4.5°

6pectrum. This subtraction Buppreuses the approximately isotropic non-resonant

background, The IVM signal 1s the posftive-gof.ng hump and the small GDR signnl

is the negntfve-going hump.

The nbove analysis shows the existence of peaks
d2a

in the -–— ver~us 1?
dtldE

9pectrR above an approximately

a comparison of tile4.5° and

nuhtrnctfon procedure makes

inotrople background. The IVM peak is visible in

11° 13JW2C~rA but the GI)R peak is not. The

the weak CDR peak visible. To investigate the

degree of inotropy of the non-renonant background it 10 neces~ory to look at the

nng~llar depenr’,ence of different reuions of excitation energy ver~u~ scattering

angle or momentl]rntranflferq. In Fig. 5 I show t}teforward-angle datn for 60Ni

(fi-,n(’)tnken at 230 MeV. AR before, the IVM ~s larRe in the most forwtirdtingle

where thv CDR is small. The IVM in small nt the second nngle where the GDR Is

lar~e and both are n)fillat the largent nngle. In Rent~ralcross sections dep~nd

2
on energy loa~ u and momentum trmnnfer q . III Fig. 6 I show du/dfl obtained by

integruttng over the three reglon~ lndicnted in Fig. 5. Region one emphasfzas
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FIR. 4a,b T)oubledifferential cross sections in the 120Sn (m-,~o) reaction at
~.?” anj 11O. Figure 4C is the difference of the 4.5° and no-spectra.

the IVM, region two emphasizes the CD!? and region thre(:cent.~insmostly

nonresonant background.

Each plot can be represented as a superposition of a background linear In q2 and

a component havin~ the q2 dependence expected for do/dCl for a 1.=0or 1

resonance . Although the background f% not strictly Isotropic its dependence on

q2 is much less rapid than thut of tne giant re80n8ncee . The strongly

oscillatory angular distributions of the giant renonanc.es arise from spatial

interference of the scattered wave~ fr:m the widely separ~$ted [Iuclear vol.{lme

elements. At large excltwtlon encr~les mont of the observed no yield res~tlts

from k~~c,ck~ng a ilu(’leOrl {Nitof tlit~r~uclell~. AL HmHll @xc”{LHLi[)nenvrgie~ t}lc

finfte eneruy acceptance of the no spectrometer- averages over many ovcrlnpping

!ltllteP of different ang(llar m(}menturn. Both t!,,8~(lproce~ses ?esult {n

featiireless background nn~ular distrihuttons.

In order to q{lnntitsttvely extrnct excitation c?ncrg[en, widti~~, And mnximllrn

croRR section, n len~t-squares fitttnK prI)ced\lrtlwa~ followed. Ttlvdoublr

differential cross Rection au A function of q2 And v was writt(~n as n Hum of two

flaunRian penkn at an angle-independent exr.ttnti,onenerxy. The (12variation of

the penks WAR tnken to he thnt nf di~torte[{ wnvc illlpulsoapproxfmat.ion

calculation ufrtng RRA6 trannttton d(!,lnttt~~. “thenlze of tllvmnxtmum cross
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Fig. 5 Double differential croa~ oectlona for the 60Ni (W-, Ho) reaction at
threp anglen.

nccttone wan varied. The background wan written an a functtnn having a emr)oth v

dependence and a qundratic qz dependence. Remonance and background parameter

were varied to fit the dAtA for each target. The A dependence of the background
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Fig. 6 Differential cross sections for the three regione defined in Fig. 5.
The Bolid llnes are fite to the data. The dashed lines are the components
linear in q2. The solid curves are sums of the linear components and components
being the q2 dependence of the 1~ and GL)Rangular distributions.

parameters wae found to be a smooth function of A. Furthermore, for targets

where data were taken at both 165 and 230 MeV bombarding energy, the extracted

reeonnnce energiee and widths were consistent although the background ehapes

were different. The X2 per degree of freedom of the fite were between 1.0 and

1.3. The background function and the resonance cornponente mhown in Fig. 5 were

obtained in this way.

As a further teat of the annlyei~ procedure fits were performed as above

except that the lles~el function forms for the nngulnr distributions were used

with the utrong absorption radii treated a~ free parameter. The reeultn for

radii extracted in this way are in good agreement with values obtained from

elastic scattering ae shown In Fig. 7.

In Ftg. fland 9 I compare the extracted maximum c.rons ~ectlonn, excltntion

●nergien, and widthn for the IVM and GDR resonances with resultn of

random-phase-approximation distorted-wave-impul~e-approxirnnt ion c~lcul~tiona.~
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Fig. 7 Interaction radii for IVM and CDR in (nt,no) reactions compared with
radii from v elaetic scattering.

The A dependence of the 1 Ru GDR croes sections can be understood as

follows. In the (m-,mo) reaction a proton is turned

promoted by one major shell. For the T-O nucleus,
+and the n and m- croea sections are comparable. For

fully occupied and the (W-,no) cross section for

into a neutron and is

40Ca, there is no blocking

208Pb the neutron shell IB

the GDR is zero. The same

effect is seen to a lesser extent for the A dependence of the 2 Ha IVM maximum

croee sections. Here the (W-,Wo ) IVt4 cross sectione decrease by about a factor
40tif two from Ca to 208 Pb while the (W+,no) IVH cross sections are approximately

constant . Ae expected, the widths and excitation energies of T#l states are

larger than those of the corresponding T+l atatea. Where data are available

from other reactiona, they are alao shown . The solid curves give the

theoretical ren~tlts for multipole strength weighting and the daahed curves give

che results for crone section weighting. The cross-section-weighted RPA theory

using the Skyrme III residual inter~ction qualitatively describe~ the data. The

excitation energy nnd widthe for the T-1 component of the IVM are somewhat

hiRher then the data. indicatinfl a possible influence of multi-particle-hole

I



states. If the excitation energy of the isospin T< component of the IVM in the

parent nucleus is estimated using the RPA value of the Isospin energy splitting

the data fall on the curve

EXT< = (59.2 f 2.6) A-1/6
9

considerably lower than the hydrodynamical estimate,2

EX = 170 A-1/3 .

So far nothing has been said about the isovector quadruple resonance. No

IVQ peak :lasnecessary to fit the experimental double differential cross section

data. A third Gaussian peak was added to the fitting function. The excitation

energy, width, and q2 dependence of the peak were taken from RPA-DWIA. The data

werz refitted and 90% confidence level upper limits were deduced for the

presence of an IVQ component. These upper limits were 0.18, 0.30, and 0.15 of

the RPA-DWIA estimate of the peak IVQ cross section for 40Ca, 60Ni, 90Zr (m-,~o)

respectively. For the IVM and GDR the observ~d cross sections were typically

0.60 of the RPA-DWIA calculations. Shifting the assumed excitation energies

away from the RPA values did not affect the deduced upper limits. If a much

larger width was assumed the upper limit for the IVQ cross section was Increased

and became consistent with the RPA-I)WIA estimate.

Tsovt’ctor auadrupole strength has been observed in the (y,n) reaction7 but the

extra{’tion of the strenbi.h is model dependent. Recently Wright et al.,8 have

searched for the lVQ fn the elastic scattering of photons from 40Ca. They

conclude that there is less then 0.5 of the energy-weighted sum rule estimate of

IVQ &trength below 50 MeV excitation energy. Thus two different methods faii to

find a compact IVQ resonance. These results pose a problem for micr~scopic

theeries of the structure of giant resonances. Perhaps the spreading width (the

mixing of multi-particle--hole components into the wave function of these

resonances) which is neglected in RPA calculations is important for the IVQ.

Tsovector resonances of L-O, 1 and 2 have been studied using the (Tf,no)

reactions. The Isovector ronopole resonance was found to be a general feature
14~

of the excitation spection of nuclei from Ca to 208Pb. The T+I and T-1

isospin components of the I?ovector monopole and giant dipole resonances were

observed. Random pi,zqe approximation calculation reproduce the excitation

energies and widtho Of the observed IVM and GDR peaks. Random phase

approximate, distorted wave impulse approximation calculattonu approximately
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reprtiduce the ohaerved maximum croes aiectionn. No isovector quadrapole ntrengt?

WUH ohflerved in4icntinR probleme in random pha~e approximate calculations of

thlfl Mtate.
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